
Brighouse D versus Bradford D  Lost 12 – 8 (subject to appeal) 
 

4th March 2018 
 

We were hoping for success as this was our last match of the season and we have so far lost three 
and won three.  Unfortunately one of the team bid the wrong hand on one board and even though this 
did not affect the playing of the board at other tables the TD declared the entire board null and void 
wiped off Brighouse’s score of 15 IMPs on the board and imposed a penalty of 3 IMPs which was 
therefore in effect an 18 IMP penalty. 
. 

Pair Boards 1-8 Boards 9-16 Boards 17-24 Boards 25-32 Totals 

1.Barbara & Kevin 1480 -650 -350 -470     10 

2.Stephanie & Johan  610 -150  310  310  1080 

3 Deanna & Eric 1930 -330  730  170  2500 

4.Barbara & Maurice       -1950 460 -600 -130 -2220 

Totals 2070 -670 90 -120  1370 

  
In the first eight boards the cards were to North/South’s advantage.  
They provided some positive scores for the team with several successful game contracts.  Barbara 
and Kevin secured three game contracts on two occasions over reaching their contracts with extra 
tricks.  Similarly Deanna and Eric successfully bid 6 NT.  Sitting East/ West Stephanie and Johan 
challenged the opposition on board 4 by doubling a bid of 4 Hearts and taking the contract down for a 
score of 800 points.  On board 8 Stephanie overrode the opposition bid and made 6 Hearts to score 
980 points.  At this point Brighouse were 24 IMPs in front but this was before the imposition of the 
penalty 
 
In boards 8 to 15 few game contracts were made by both teams but Barbara and Maurice bucked the 
trend by successfully making two game contracts in majors. Bradford pulled back on these boards to 
leave Brighouse in the lead by 8 IMPs. 
 
The break for tea was welcome with a variety of sandwiches and delicious homemade cakes. 
 
In boards 16 to 23 scores of the two teams were very even with Brighouse edging it by only 1IMP and 
with no exceptional scores.  There were no slams bid but mainly part scores. 
 
The final eight boards were again very few game contracts.  Deanna having successfully doubled a 4 
heart contract which went down by three tricks for a score of 500 was enboldened to try the double 
again on a 5 heart contract only to find the declarer with the top five trumps and good support to make 
12 tricks and a score of 1050 points. (In her defence Deanna had 5 hearts and doubletons).  Is there 
a lesson to be learnt here? 
 
It is felt by the team that ours was a moral victory if not a technical one at this stage. 
 
 


